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In this paper we investigate the distr ibution modulo 1 of the sequence of vectors 
(p~', .... p~), where ct t ..... a t are fixed real numbers lying in (0, 1) and p runs over 
the set of prime numbers. :~ 199l Academic Press, Inc. 
In 1940 I. M. Vinogradov considered the distribution of the fractional 
parts of the sequence fx f  ~ where p runs over the set of prime numbers (see 
[1]). This celebrated work motivated the interests of many authors to 
investigate the distribution ofp ~ modulo 1 (see [6-13]). In the paper [14] 
we considered the simultaneous distribution modulo 1 of several powers 
p~t ..... p% The proof in [14] is only sketched. In this paper we present a 
detailed proof. 
We follow the approach of Y. V. Linnik (see [43), connected with the 
estimation of trigonometric sums over primes with the help of the exact 
formula for Chebychev's function and the density theorems on the zeroes 
of Riemann's zeta function. This method was used by J. Schoissengeier in 
[6, 7], by R. M. Kaufman in [8], and later by S. A. Gritsenko in [13]. 
The author expresses his thanks to Professor A. A. Karatsuba for his 
help. 
NOTATIONS 
~1 . . . . .  :it--real numbers, such that 
1>~1>%> ..- >~r 
6 = min(88 1 - -~1 '  ~1- -~2 . . . . .  ~ l  1 -  0~[' ~/ ) ;  
F=F(r r/1 ..... ~t, qt) = {(Xl ..... xl)eOUl~i<xi<qi, 1 ~ i~ l} ,  
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where 
0< ~i<r/i~< l, l<~i<~l; 
/ 
~(r)  = 1-[ (~ , -  ~i); 
i=1 
n(x) - - the  number of primes not greater than x; 
{x}- - the fractional part of the real number x; 
S(x; F) - - the  number of primes p not greater than x and satisfying the 
condition 
({p~l}, ..., {p"}) e r ;  
A(n) - -von Mangoldt's function; 
O(x) = Z ,  ~< x A(n)- -Chebychev's  function; 
p = fl + iT--non-trivial zero of the Riemann's zeta function ((S); 
Y~a< ~ <B -sum over the non-trivial zeroes of ((S) such that a < 7 < B; 
m = (ml ..... mz)-- l-dimensional vector with integer components; 
Ilmlb = max1 ~i~t ]mil; 
r(m) = 1-Iti= l max(lmi[, 1 ); 
( . , . ) - - the  Euclidean scalar product in R~; 
e( x ) = e 2~ix. 
The constants C1, ..., C18, as well as the constants in the C-terms and 
,~ -symbols in the theorem depend on l, al ..... a~, but not on F. With p we 
always denote a prime number and with n we denote an integers. 
We will prove the following 
THEOREM. I f  X tends to infinity then we have the asymptotic formula 
S( x ; F) = rt( x )( #( F) + C(x-~/3 logt+ 9x)). 
To prove the theorem we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. I f  2 <~ T <~ x then 
O(x)= x -  Y~ - -+ c 
171~<r P
Proof  See [3, p. 80]. 
641/37,'3-4 
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LEMMA 2. I f  the function qb(t) is continuously differentiable in [a, b] and 
dn are arbitrary complex numbers, then we have 
) ( ) d.q~(n)=-f~ ~ d. qs'(t) dt+ ~ d..q~(b). 
a<n~b a<n<~t a<n<~b 
Proof See [3, p. 29]. 
LEMMA 3. I f  Zn = (Z1 ....... Zt, n), n = 1, 2, 3 ..... is a sequence of l-dimen- 
sional vectors and 
D N = sup 1 ~ 1 -/~(F) 
F n<~N 
({Zl,n},,.,, {ZLn})E F
is its discrepancy (supremum is taken over the set of all F of type (1)), then 
the inequality 
DN~.-~+ e((m, Zn> 
O< Ilmll ~< M ~, ~1 n<~N 
holds (M is an arbitrary positive number; the constant in the ~-symbol 
depends only on l). 
Proof See [5]. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that 1 <~ T <~ N. Then 
f TN1/210g6 N for N3/4 <~ T <. N, 
N#~Ne(~-~)210g6N for N1/3<~T<~N 3/4, 
I~l-<r [N log6N for T<~N 1/3. 
Proof This lemma can be deduced from the Ingam's density theorem 
(see [2, p. 236]). The detailed computations can be found in the paper 
[113. 
LEMMA 5. Assume that G(x), F(x) are real functions defined in [a, b], 
IG(x)l ~< H for x ~ [a, b] and G(x)/F'(x) is monotonic. 
Let us denote 
I= If  G(x) e(F(x)) dx. 
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I f  F'(x)>~r>O for all x~[a,b]  or if F'(x)<~-r<O for all x6[a,b]  
then 
H 
14-- .  
r 
I f  F"(x)>~r>O for all xe  [a, b] then I~H/x/~. 
Proof See [2, p. 71]. 
Proof of the Theorem. It suffices to establish the inequality 
R(N) ,~ N -~/3 log t+8 N 
for all N~ Ix 1-6/3, x], where 
(2) 
1 - g ( r ) .  R( N) = sup  - (S(2N;  F) - S( N; r) ) 
r ~(2N)  g (N)  
According to Lemma 3 we have 
1 1 
R(N)~+ ~ r(m) 
O< IIm[I ~<n 
1 
• ~ e(mjp~+ ... +mtp ~') 
~t(2N) 7z(N)  N < p<~2N 
for every M > 0. Using Lemma 2 we obtain 
where 
1 R(N) ~ ~ + N-  1/2 logt+ 2 N 
log N 1 
+ ~ ~ M r(m-~) I g(m)l, 
0 < IImll ~< 
U(m) = ~ A(n) e(f(n)), 
N<n~NI  
f ( t )=m it ~L + ... +mtt% 
(3) 
(4) 
and N~ ~ [N, 2N] is a number (depending on m) such that the absolute 
value of the sum U(m) is maximal. 
We apply again Lemma 2 substituting ~(t) by e(f(t)) and d, by A(n) 
and obtain 
U(m) = - INN ~ (~k(t)- ~9(N))(e(f(t)))' dt
+ (~(N 1 ) -- ~(N)) e(f(Nl )). (5) 
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Using Lemma 1 substituting T by N and integrating by parts, we have 
consequently 
U(m)=-  t -N -  ~ - -+C( log2N)  (e(f(t)))'dt 
b' l<N /9 
z 
lYl ~ N P 




;; ) I(p;m)= t~-~e ~-~logt+f(t) dt. 
Let M=N 'V3. It is easily seen that f'(t)~>N ~-1 for all t~ [N, N1], or 
f ' ( t )~ . -N  ~-1 for all te[N, N1], because at least one of the integers 
ml ..... mt is not zero. Therefore, by Lemma 5 we have 
1 f~'~ dt Y" r(m) l(f(t)) 
0 < Ilmll ~< M 
1 
__N 1 Z,~N 1 alogZN. 
~ r(m) 0< Ilmll ~< M 
Then replace U(m) in (3) by the right side of (6) and we get 
log N 
R(N)~.N z/3+----77-- ~ W(al ..... at), 




W(a, ..... a,)= ~ ~ II(p;m)l. 
o < Ilmll <<- M r(m) I~1 ~< N 
Let us denote 
Obviously 
W*(a  I . . . . .  a t )  = 
1 
r(m) ~ II(p;m)l. 
O<ml~<M [y [~N 
Ira21,-.., Imtl ~< M 
W(~, ..... at) '~ W*(az ..... at) + W(a2 ..... at), (8) 
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therefore if we estimate W*(cq ..... ~) we can receive inductively an 
estimate for W(~ 1 ..... ctt). 
As ~+2%t(~-1)>0 for cte(0, 1) there exists 2>0 (depending on Ctl), 
such that 
(~1 - -  "~ At- 2~'C~1(Cr - -  1 ) > 0. (9) 
Fixing this 2 we define the following sets of non-trivial zeroes of ((s): 
E1 = {p 1171 < N, (0r 1 - -  ~) mxN ~' 
~< -7  ~< (al + 2) ml(2N) ~'~} 
2~ 
E2={ pII?I<''N' -7< (~ ' 2 r e  
Let us denote 
1 
Hv = ~ r(m) ~ II(p; m)l, v = 1, 2, 3. 
0<ml~<M p~Ev 
Imzl,..., Imtl <~ M 
Let F(t)=(7/2rt)logt+f(t ). If PeEl then by (9) we 
F"(t),>mlN ~-2 for all te  [N, N1] and applying Lemma 5 we get 
N a- al/2 
I(p;m)~ x/~l " 
Consequently 
obtain 
1 HI ,~ log/- 1 N ~ ~ Nt~- ~1/2 
O < ml <~ M m ~/2 Cl ml Nal ~ y ~ C2ml Nal 
for some constants C1, C2. Changing the order of summation, we obtain 
H14. N -~/2 ~, N~+ ~, log'-aN. (10) 
0 <: ~' ~< C3N~I C4 N~I <~ T <~ C5 MNal 
If p E E2 then we have 
1 y N ~') > 0 F'(t)>>~(~-~+ (~l -~)  ml 
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for all t e IN, N 1] and by Lemma 5 we get 
I(p;m) < 
N l~ 
7/2u + (0~ 1 - -  2/2) m I N ~'' 
therefore 
1 
H2 <~ log t I N ~ - -  
O<ml << M ml  
• E - - +  Y 9 
By changing the order of summation we obtain 
0< 7<~ C6N~1 CTN~I <~ 7<~ N 
Analogously if p r E3 then we consecutively have 
( l l )  
F'(t)<~l (~+ml  (~1+~) (2N)~)<O 
for all te  IN ,  N1]  , 
I(p;m) <~ N ~ 
- ~/2~ - 2~1(0r -[- 2/2)  miN ~' 
and 
N ~ 
H3 <~logt N ~ - - .  (12) 
C8NaI <~ y <~ N ]2 
Inequalities (9)-(12) imply 
W(al ..... ot,)~log' N i (N ~''/2 N ~ 
i= 1 \ 0< "~< C9N~i 
+ E - -  + E . (13) 
CION~i~y~CI IMN~i ~ CI2MN~i~y~N 
In order to estimate the right side of (13) we naturally use Lemma 4. In 
this way it is easy to show that if ~ ~ (0, 1) then the expression 
V(~) = N ~/2 ~ N ~ (14) 
O<7<~cN ~
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satisfies the inequality 
V(~) <~ N ~~ log 6 N, (~5) 
where 
~o(~) = 
"1-~2 ~r 0<a~,  
1 3 5-2,fi  2+~a <~,  
1 ~ 3 
~+~ ~r ~<~<1.  
(The constant in the ,~-symbol in (15) depends on the constant C in (14).) 
Therefore 
i= 1 O.< y<. f9Nai 
1 
~ ~ N ~~ log 6 N~N l-a/2 log 6 N. 
i=1 
Substituting in (12) we obtain 
W(0~l ~ ...7 ~l)  
( '~log zN g l -6 /21~ ~ ( E 
i= 1 \Cl3Neti<~ y~ Cl4MNai ~/~ 
,~ log t N (N 1 a/2 log6 N 
(5 ) + log N max ~ N ~ CI6Na<~T<<C17NI 26/3  (1/2)T<y<-T 
+logN.  max ~ N ~ . 
C18 N 46/3 ~ T1 ~ N (1/2) TI < y <~ TI 
Lemma 4 indicates further that 
+ 
CI5MN~i ~'g ~< N 
(16) 
max ( . . .  )<~N l -a /3  log  6 N 
T 
and 
max ( .-- ) <~ N 1 -(4/3)6 log6 N. 
TI 
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Upper  inequal i t ies  and  (16) give us 
W(~ 1 ..... ~ / )~N 1 6/31ogl+7 N. 
The  last inequa l i ty  wi th  (7) impl ies (2), so the theorem is proved.  
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